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Abstract—Locations of images have been widely used in many
application scenarios for large geotagged image corpora. As to
images that are not geographically tagged, we estimate their
locations with the help of the large geotagged image set by contentbased image retrieval. Bag-of-words image representation has
been utilized widely. However, the individual visual word-based
image retrieval approach is not effective in expressing the salient
relationships of image region. In this paper, we present an image
location estimation approach by multisaliency enhancement. We
first extract region-of-interests (ROIs) by mean-shift clustering on
the visual words and salient map of the image based on which we
further determine the importance of the ROI. Then, we describe
each ROI by the spatial descriptors of visual words. Finally, regionbased visual phrases are generated to further enhance the saliency
in image location estimation. Experiments show the effectiveness
of our proposed approach.
Index Terms—Location estimation, region of interest (ROI),
visual phrase, salient map, salient region, spatial constraint.

I. INTRODUCTION
ODAY, social media provide a platform for us to share messages with our friends. Especially with the development
of smartphone, it is very convenient for us to access internet and
take photos at any time and any place. Recently, most of the
cameras can embed geo-graphic locations in the photos. Photos taken at place-of-interests (POIs) are extremely popular for
users to share. The social media websites such as Flickr, Picasa
gather billions of photos shared by world-wide users. Thus from
the large scale geo-tagged images, we can carry out imagelocation estimation for the images without GPS information [4],
[35], [68]. Based on the geo-graphical location of images, we can
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infer the locations of user, which is useful for location based services recommendation [67], user preferred POIs recommendation [28], and user travel footprint mining and management [42].
The image location estimation is actually a content based image retrieval or recognition [4], [35]. In this paper, our task is to
estimate the location of an input image by mining image content.
As to images which are not geographically tagged, we estimate
their locations with the help of the large geo-tagged image set.
State-of-the-art large scale image retrieval systems have relied
on the BoW model [1]–[9], [14]–[16], [34]–[37], [58] and local
descriptors. And the idea of hierarchical vocabulary tree [34] accelerates the speed of clustering and quantizing for large scale
image retrieval. Traditionally, a visual vocabulary is trained by
clustering a large number of local feature descriptors, such as
SIFT, and SURF [50]. The exemplar descriptor of each cluster
is called a visual word, which can be indexed by an integer in
fast image retrieval [58].
Experimental results of existing work show that the commonly generated visual words are still not so expressive. In
this paper, we further exploit saliency from the bag-of-words
to improve the image location estimation performance. Quantization limits the discriminative power and ignores geometric
relationships among visual words [8], [19], [58]. Spatial verification enforces geometric consistent constraint on visual words
that query and dataset images [8], [19], [35], [58]. Spatial information of visual words should be exploited for better image
retrieval performance. Wu et al. [36] employ the detector of
Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) to bundle SIFT
features into groups.
Similarly, we present a ROI based location estimation approach by considering that the distribution of an image’s visual
words directly reflects the distribution of the image’s main content [35]. We mine the salient regions for location estimation
and exploit spatial information for each region’s visual words.
Firstly, we divide an image’s visual words into groups by Meanshift clustering [35]. In this process, the coordinates of BoWs
are utilized. A ROI is composed of visual words in the corresponding cluster. Then within each ROI, spatial coding for
visual words is conducted. Because the bundled feature based
methods employ group feature matching instead of single feature matching, the ROI based location estimation approach has
more discriminative performance than the methods using the
single SIFT feature.
Based on our previous work [35], we further propose a
multi-saliency enhancement based image location estimation
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approach. The saliency is explored mainly from the following
three aspects: salient region extraction, salient map extraction
and salient region representation. The main contributions of this
paper can be summarized as following:
1) We propose a multi-saliency enhancement based image location estimation approach. In the proposed approach, we
enhance the saliency of the input image and dataset images
by considering the visual word distribution information,
visual saliency and the visual phrase representation in a
unified framework.
2) We propose a multi-region ranking based similarity measurement approach to differentiate the importance value
of a ROI by taking the visual saliency information into
account.
3) We propose a region based visual phrases representation
approach, which generates the spatial descriptor for each
visual word in salient region. The region based visual
phrase captures the relative spatial distribution of the visual words in the region, it is effective in geometric consistency checking.
4) We build a fast indexing structure, which records the
saliency information. From the fast indexing structure we
can determine the location of the input image quickly. The
fast indexing approach require less computational costs
compared with the without indexing approach. Comparing with the-state-of-the-art approaches, it achieves better
performance with a bit computation cost.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II, related works are reviewed. In Section III, we provide the system
overview and the detailed approach. In Section IV the experiments and discussions are given. In Section V, the conclusions
are drawn.
II. RELATED WORK
In this paper, we propose an image taken place estimation
approach by multi-saliency enhancement. We give a comprehensive overview of the related work on following two aspects:
1) visual feature image location estimation, 2) image retrieval
by saliency enhancement.
A. Visual Feature-Based Image Location Estimation
In recent years, visual feature based image location estimation approaches have been paid much attention [2]–[9]. Most of
the existing approaches utilize the visual information to carry
out content based image search. In the existing works, the BoW
models are well developed. For example, Li et al. utilize multiclass SVM classifiers for large scale image location estimation
[2]. They also fuse the textual information to improve the visual
based location estimation performances. Quack et al. propose
to utilize local feature matching to carry out image location estimation [23]. To speed up the estimation process, user interaction
is required to place the input images to a rough geographic area.
Li et al. propose a global feature clustering and local feature
matching based fast image location estimation approach [4].
They adopt the inverted file structure (IFS) and use representative images for each GPS location to guarantee the estimation
speed and accuracy. They further propose a salient feature min-

ing based image location estimation approach [38]. They first
mine the salient region of the input image by exploring its relation with k nearest neighboring image groups, and then select
salient features by considering their relationship with the neighbor image groups.
Donoser et al. propose of match interest points detected in the
query image to a sparse 3D point cloud [3]. They project features
to fern-specific embedding spaces to improve the performance.
Then, the obtained correspondences are used to estimate camera
pose.
Zhou et al. proposed a spatial coding based image retrieval
approach [8]. It encodes the relative positions between each pair
of features in an image. Zhang et al. propose a spatial coding
based image retrieval approach by building contextual visual
vocabulary [31].
And some new technologies continuously emerge, such
as domain-adaptive global feature descriptor [41], re-ranking
schemes for dataset images [32]. Some trivial branches of vocabulary tree are pruned to decrease the dimension of BoW.
Sparse coding compresses the original BoW histogram of query
into several coefficients [29], [30], [39]. Thus the high dimensional BoW histogram is projected into a low dimensional vector
via transformation matrix or dictionary. Moreover, the database
can be constructed with a 3D model. [6], [13], [17] and [20]
are related to GPS location estimation using constructed 3-D
models from large scale geo-tagged photos. Liu et al. proposed
an approach which is capable of providing a complete set of
parameters about the geo-information—including the actual locations of both the mobile user and the scene along with the
viewing direction [6]. They first perform joint geo-visual clustering to generate scene clusters and represent each scene by a
3D model. The 3D scene models are then indexed using a visual
vocabulary tree structure. [17] carries out the image retrieval by
generating 3-D models and translating the query image into a
3-D pattern. Park el al. proposed a view direction determination
by utilizing Google Street View and Google Earth satellite [20].
B. Image Retrieval by Saliency Enhancement
Saliency detection is a very popular topic in object detection
[74], scene recognition [69], [72], [76] and image retrieval [7],
[19], [25], [27], [35], [75]–[79], and other image based applications [69]–[72]. The traditional saliency detection algorithms,
utilize a variety of hand-crafted features, such as the texture
descriptors, and color histogram etc. from a single image [51].
While recently, the co-saliency detection approaches are very
popular by utilizing multiple same style image that share similar objects [53], [54]. The co-salient objects in a set of similar
image group have similar low-level features, such as, textures,
colors and some local feature descriptors. Cheng et al. [52]
propose a histogram-based contrast method to define salient
value for each pixel. They also propose a saliency cut based
salient region extraction approach, which uses the salient map
to detect salient object and extract salient region. Li and Ngan
propose to utilize conventional saliency detection approaches
to determine the single-image saliency and to obtain the multiimage saliency [53]. Han et al. propose a deep learning based
co-saliency detection approach [54]. They look deep to transfer
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high-level representations by the convolutional neural network
(CNN) with adaptive layers which could enhance the properties of the co-salient objects. Fu et al. propose cluster-based
co-saliency detection approach [56]. They learn global correspondence between the multiple images during clustering. They
fuse contrast and spatial clues to measure the cluster saliency.
In [57], they rebuild the images and provide the reconstruction
error regarded as a negative correlational value in co-saliency
measurement.
However, as far as we know, multi-saliency enhancement is
not well utilized in image retrieval. Usually, researchers try to
extract saliency from handicraft features [4], [19], [31], [35],
[55] and deep learning features [60]–[65] to improve retrieval
performances.
The SIFT feature and BoW model have been manifested in
image retrieval. However, the BoW models have some deficiency. For example, owing to the quantization loss, the visual
word is not discriminative enough. Thus, many improved approaches are proposed to enhance the discrimination of BoW
for image retrieval, e.g. visual synonyms [7], [19], [34], [40],
[41], [58], embeding geometry constraint [1], [8], [19], [37],
[58], [59], [68], and spatial verification [19], [31], [35], [58].
Gavves et al. define visual synonyms as pairs of independent
visual words that could be mapped to each other in similar images via a trained homographic matrix [7]. Spatial information
[19], [26], [35], [58] can be utilized to enhance the discriminative power of single visual word.
Chum et al. explore salient information from multiple relevant
images founded from the initial searching steps to improve the
performance of image retrieval. Yang et al. proposed to explore
the contextual saliency information that mined from multiple
queries to improve image retrieval performances [19], [55].
They further rank the saliency for each visual word or visual
phase to enhance its robustness in image retrieval scalable mobile image retrieval with geometric consistency checking [35],
[58], [59]. They show that the contextual saliency can not only
improve the performance, but also reduce the quantity of the
data that needs transmitted from mobile end to cloud/server end.
Recently, deep learning based approaches are very popular
object detection and recognition. The approach can learn salient
information from images deep image features, which should be
helpful for mining salient information for retrieval. Krizhevsky
et al. use the feature vectors from the last layer of CNN in
image retrieval and demonstrated outstanding performance on
ImageNet [60]. Many researches show that directly utilizing
the deep feature rather than the low-level visual feature, better
performances can be achieved [61], [62]. Zhang et al. propose
a deep learning based hashing algorithm form image retrieval
[63]. They organize the training images into a batch of triplet
samples, each sample containing two images with the same
label and one with a different label. The deep convolutional
neural network is utilized to train the model to generate efficient
descriptors for the salient feature detection.
However, the existing saliency detection approaches based on
CNN are far more complex. In this paper, we further explore
the saliency in a ROI based on handicraft features to improve
image location estimation performance.
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Fig. 1.

Block diagram of the location estimation system.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The main flowchart of the proposed approach is shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of online and offline parts. The online part
mainly consists of the following four steps: 1) ROI generation,
2) ROI saliency determination, 3) ROI description, and 4) similarity measurement. The major parts of the offline system and
online system are the same. The only difference is that we need to
build salient index for the dataset image with GPS information.
A. ROI Generation
In this paper, we aim at representing image by the salient region rather than using single visual words. The main motivation
of our approach is that the salient region information is far more
robust than BoW [35]. The bundled feature based methods employ group feature matching instead of single feature matching.
Thus, in this section, we divide the image into ROIs to bundle
visual words.
For an image, we cluster the coordinates of its useful visual
words by mean-shift clustering [28], [35]. Usually, each SIFT
point has a 128-D descriptor vector and a 4-dimensional DoG
key-point detector vector (x, y, scale, and orientation). Here the
coordinates of visual words are utilized. Let v = {(xi , yi )}hi=1
denote the locations of the h -th SIFT points. To ∀v, mean-shift
is defined as follows:
⎧
1 
⎪
vi − v
⎨ Mb (v) =
v i ∈S b (v )
No
(1)


⎪
⎩ S (v) = z : (z − v)T (z − v) ≤ b2
b
where Sb (v) is the region whose radius is b and whose centroid
is v. No is the number of SIFT points falling within the region
Sb (v). z is the visual words falling within Sb (v).
After mean-shift based visual words clustering, we obtain
several clusters (i.e. ROIs) and their corresponding centers. A
cluster is represented by a visual word group (i.e.VWG) [35],
which is composed of the visual words in its cluster. For an
image, we assume that there are L ROIs generated, and we
denote them as Gl , l = 1, 2, . . . , L. We only keep the SIFT feature points with high tf-idf values as shown in Fig. 2(a). Some,
un-discriminative SIFT feature points are removed before clustering. The corresponding regions after mean-shift clustering
each ROI are shown in Fig. 2(b). We mark a unique color for the
visual words. Totally there are 24 ROIs. We represent an image
by ROIs, each of ROI is composed of a set of visual words. By
comparing Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), we find that, the number of
ROIs is far less than that of SIFT points.
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Fig. 2.

ROI. More detailed illustration for ROI representation can be
found in [35].
1) Visual Phrase Representation: Firstly, we calculate the
spatial distance of two visual words by their SIFT feature descriptors. Let (xi , yi ) and (xj , yj ) denote the coordinates of
visual words wi andwj , their spatial distance d(wi , wj ) is calculated by the Euclidean distance.
Secondly, any two visual words in a salient region can be
viewed as a visual phrase if their distance is smaller than a
threshold thr. In this way, a ROI is represented by a set of
visual phrases, denoted by P , with each element as follows:

ROI representation for an image.

B. ROI Saliency Determination
In this section, we carry out ROI saliency determination and
ranking for our image location estimation. The saliency of a
ROI can be determined from both the salient map of an image
and ROI characteristic.
1) Saliency From Salient Map: In this paper, we adopt the
approach [51] to determine the salient map of an image. We first
compute the multi-scale intensity, color and orientation features
of the image to get the final salient map. Let S(x, y) denote the
salient map of an image. Based on the obtained ROIs Gl , we
determine the importance of each ROI by taking into the salient
map into consideration. A ROI being salient or not is measured
from its corresponding saliency map as follows:
1 
S(x, y)
(2)
p(l) =
(x,y )∈G l
|Gl |
where |Gl | denote the pixel number in the ROI Gl . If the major
pixels in a ROI are with higher saliency, then this region will
have high importance in location estimation.
2) Saliency From ROI: As different ROIs have different
sizes and at different locations, their contributions for retrieval
should be different. Generally speaking, the large the relative
size of the ROI, the more visual words it contains, and the more
important that this region in image location estimation. Let r(l)
be the relative size of the ROI, which is determined as follows:
nl
(3)
r(l) = ; l = 1, . . . , L
N
where nl is the number of visual words in ROI Gl and N is the
total number of visual words in the image.
Finally, we fuse the saliency from both salient map and ROI
in determining the final weight of a ROI as follows:
weightl = p(l) × r(l); l = 1, . . . , L.

(4)

Based on the weights, we can rank the importance of each
ROI. The larger the weight, the higher the contribution of the
ROI to the image location estimation.

P = {vpi }Q
i=1 =

Wi1 , Wi2

Q
i=1

, d Wi1 , Wi2 ≤ thr (5)

where vpi is the i-th visual phrase, Wi1 and Wi2 are the corresponding two visual words, Q is the total number of visual
phrases in the ROI.
2) RA Representation: We set the center of a cluster as the
center of the corresponding ROI. For a visual word wi , we
record its relative area RA to the center of the ROI. For each
visual word wi in Gl , we record its relative spatial position
against the origin. When the visual word is a bottom-right word,
we define that its RA is [0 0 0 1]. Thus the RA of a visual word
is a 4 bit descriptor.
3) RD Representation: We calculate the relative distance RD
between the visual word and the center of the ROI. That is to
say we want to know whether the distance between visual word
and its corresponding center of ROI is large relatively. For a
visual word, if its distance to the center is less than the average
distance, the visual word is near the center, otherwise, we think
that the word is relatively far away from the center. Accordingly
RD is a 1-bit spatial descriptor, which reflects the visual word’s
distance is relatively far from the center of the region or not. For
a visual word wi its position descriptor combines both relative
area RAi and relative distance RDi .
D. Image Indexing
For the input query image the final ROI description is shown
in Fig. 3(a). We record the corresponding weight, the visual
phrases, and the corresponding spatial descriptors for each of
the two visual words in a ROI.
For fast location estimation, we build inverted index for
each visual phrase and its corresponding images as shown in
Fig. 3(b). For each image, we record the corresponding ROI,
weight and the spatial descriptors for the two visual words.
The GPS location of image #I which is denoted by LabelI
is all recorded in another image-location inverted file list. The
position descriptor of visual word wx including a four bits RA
and one bit RD is also recorded.

C. ROI Description
Assuming that a ROI Gl has n visual words which are denoted by {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn }, our position descriptor includes the
relative area (RA), and the relative distance (RD). Our ROI description approach includes enhanced saliency by visual phrase
extraction and position descriptor for each visual word. We first
extract visual phrase and then generate position descriptor for
a visual word to describe its distribution in the corresponding

E. ROI-Based Similarity Measurement
We formulate the image retrieval as a voting problem. Each
visual phrase and the weight of each ROI in the query image
votes on its matched images. For each visual phrase occurred in
the query image #q, we use the obtained inverted files to find the
dataset images #r which contain the same visual phrase. If a
ROI from the input image and a ROI from the dataset image
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So, the two ROIs construct a matched region pair. From Fig. 4,
we find that the visual phrase (a, b) are in the same locations
in the region, while (c, d) are in different locations, their RA
and RD descriptors are with large difference, thus the matching
score of (a, b) is higher than the visual phrase (c, d).
2) Similarity Measurement: How to measure the similarity
of the two images is the key problem of region based image
retrieval. There exist one-to-many matched RPf , because we
only determine the ROIs based on whether sharing common
visual phase. In our similarity measurement, we fuse the weights
to determine the similarity of query image #q and the dataset
image #r as follows:
Sr =
Fig. 3. Illustration of Inverted file structure for the query image and dataset
image. G l is the lth ROI that w x belongs to. RA and RD are the position
descriptors of w x in the ROI G l , W eightl is the weight of the ROI. (a) ROIs
and their saliency description for the input image. (b) ROIs and their saliency
description for the dataset images.

Fig. 4.
image.

Visual phrase representation for ROIs from query image and a dataset

contain common visual phrase, we call the two ROIs as a
matched region pair (denoted by RP). Assuming that the input image and the dataset image have F RPs, denote as
RPf (f = 1, . . . , F ). Based on the RPs, we can measure the
similarity of input image and dataset image.
1) ROI Pair Similarity Measurement: For a RPf (f = 1,
. . . , F ), the ROIs from the query image #q and the dataset
image #r are denoted by Gqi and Grj . Assuming that Gqi and
Grj have m common visual phrases vpk , (k = 1, 2, . . . , m). The
corresponding spatial descriptors for two visual words of vpk in
Gqi are denoted as SQ1k and SQ2k respectively. And the spatial
descriptors for two visual words of vpk in Grj are denoted as
SRk1 and SRk2 respectively. The matching score of a RP is determined based on the geometric consistency of their common
visual phrases as follows:
M Sf =

m


exp −SDk1 ⊕ SRk1 + SQ2k ⊕ SRk2  ;

k =1

f = 1, . . . , F

(6)

where ⊕ is Logical Exclusive (XOR) operation. If two regions
share more common visual phrases with similar spatial distributions, then their matching score will be higher.
Here we give an example, as shown in Fig. 4, where the two
ROIs share two common visual phrase, namely (a, b) and (c, d).

F


weightqf × weightrf × M Sf

(7)

f =1

where weightqf and weightrf the weights of the RPf for the
query and dataset images. The larger Sr means that the dataset
image #r is more similar with the input image.
Then the images are ranked according to (7) for dataset images. kNN based approach is necessary for improving the location estimation performance[4], [35]. The top ranked k images
are selected. And then we count the number of images for each
occurred location. The majority location in the k images is assigned for the input image. In this paper, we utilize k = 50 as
suggested in [4], [35].
IV. EXPERIMENTATION
Experiments are done on two datasets: OxBuild, and GOLD
[4]. OxBuild is used for preliminary tests. 100 images are selected randomly as the test set, while the rest is served as training
set in the offline system. GOLD contains more than 3.3 million
images together with their geo-tags. And it covers 60K different cities in the world. 80 travel spots are selected for testing.
The test dataset consists of randomly selected 5000 images. Experiments are carried out on a PC with 48G memory and Intel
Core(TM)2, Quad CP Q8400 with 2.26 GHz on Matlab.
In order to test the performance of the proposed location estimation approach, comparisons are made with IM2GPS [9],
CS [4], SC [8], MSER [36], WSA [24], VWG [35] and the
proposed multi-saliency enhancement based image location estimation approach (denoted by SEN).
VWG: visual words mining and spatial constraint based image geographical location estimation approach is exploited.
Salient features and spatial information are extracted from the
selected useful visual words. Mean-shift clustering is utilized
to find visual word group (i.e. ROI in this paper), and then we
carry out spatial description for each VWG. The coordinates of
BoWs are utilized to carry out geometric consistency checking.
Group based spatial coding is conducted. We generate a position descriptor for each visual word. Finally, we carry out image
retrieval by region based similarity measurement.
IM2GPS: we utilize the global color and texture feature to
estimate the location for the input image. As for IM2GPS, we
use the best parameters provided in the paper [9].
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CS: This approach consists of two parts: an offline system and
an online system. In the offline system, a hierarchical structure
is constructed for a large-scale offline social image set with
GPS information. Representative images are selected for each
GPS location refined cluster, and an inverted file structure is
proposed. In the online system, when given an input image, its
GPS information can be estimated by hierarchical global clusters
selection and local feature refinement in the online system. We
utilize hierarchical global feature clustering and local feature
refinement under cosine similarity based measurement to find
the location for the input image.
SC: spatial coding based approach is carried out for the input
image to search similar image search. From the location of the
top ranked images, we estimate the location of the query image.
MSER: we utilize the salient regions that extracted by using
maximally stable extremal regions, which are viewed as the
ROI. And then we also carry out spatial description for the
region to find the location of the input image. In this paper, the
input of MSER is the same as VWG, i.e. the useful features after
selection [35]. The only difference is that we utilize maximally
stable extremal region [36] rather than that of our mean-shift
based region detection approach to bundle visual words into
groups. The other parts are the same as VWG.
WSA: We adopt word spatial arrangement for the ROI that
detected by VWG. The only difference is that, in WSA, we
adopt word spatial arrangement [24] rather than the position
descriptor in ROI. In this paper, the other parts of WSA are also
the same as these of VWG. The only difference is that, in WSA,
we adopt word spatial arrangement [24] rather than the position
descriptor in VWG.
SEN: the proposed approach by saliency enhancement and
visual phrase extraction. Compared with VWG, this approach
has additional two saliency enhancements: the salient map and
the visual phrase expression.
A. Performance Evaluation
For an input image, if the estimated location is exact with
its ground-truth (manually labeled location), it is correctly estimated, otherwise falsely estimated. We utilize the average
recognition rate (AR) [4] to evaluate image location estimation
performance which is given as follows:
1 
RRi
G i=1
G

AR =

(8)

where Z is the number of locations and RRi is the recognition
rate of the i-th location.
N Ci
RRi =
× 100%, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Z}
(9)
N Ii
where N Ci is the correct estimated image number, N Ii is the
test image number.
B. Performance Comparison
The location estimation performances of IM2GPS, SC, CS,
MSER, WSA, VWG and SEN are shown in Fig. 5. We find
that VWG and SEN outperform the other methods on the two

Fig. 5. Performances of IM2GPS, SC, CS, WSA, MSER, VWG, and the
proposed SEN-based image location approaches.
TABLE I
AVERAGE COMPUTATIONAL COSTS OF SC, IM2GPS,
CS, WSA, MSER, VWG, AND OUR APPROACH SEN
Dataset

SC

IM2GPS

CS

WSA

MSER

VWG

SEN

OxBuild
GOLD

5 ms
47 ms

34 ms
64 s

0.5 ms
0.96 ms

0.40 s
0.64 s

1.54 s
2.01 s

0.38 s
0.62 s

0.58 s
1.16 s

datasets. The AR values of SEN on OxBuild and GOLD are
91.5% and 85.46% respectively. The results of IM2GPS in the
two test datasets are 55.5% and 42.16% respectively, which are
with lowest performance. This shows that only on the global
feature, the location estimation performances are not satisfying.
SC achieves 68.5% and 60.428% on the two datasets. Although
SC utilizes local feature, it neglects the clues that global feature
can provide. While the results of our previous approach CS are
84% and 76.45% respectively. The performance of CS is better
than IM2GPS and SC. It shows that both image global and local
visual features are beneficial in image location estimation.
MSER bundles visual words into groups. The AR values of
MSER are 86.5% and 78.86%. We divide the useful visual words
of an image into VWGs by mean-shift clustering. This shows
that our salient region mining approach is effective. In WSA,
word spatial arrangement is utilized to encode the distribution
of a useful visual word in an image. And the average recognition
rates of WSA are 84.5% and 76.65%. Its results are not as good
as our spatial coding approach in VWG, which have the performances 87.5% and 81.52% on OxBuild and GOLD respectively. By the comparisons we find that the proposed approach
with multi-saliency enhancement is with the best performances,
which still achieve 4% and 3.94% over our previous approach
VWG on OxBuild and GOLD datasets respectively.
Correspondingly, the computational costs (in second:s or
micro-second: ms) of the compared approaches are shown in
Table I. The region based approaches such as WSA, MSER,
VWG and SEN are all computational intensive than the nonregion based approaches. The computational cost of our approach SEN is a bit heavy than WSA and VWG, but still lower
than MSER. This is due to the fact that the MSER based salient
region detection approach is far more computational heavy than
our mean-shift based visual word clustering approach. Compared with VWG, we need to carry out saliency map detection
for the input query image and visual phrase generation and
searching in SEN. So, its computational cost is corresponding
high. In this paper, we do not consider the fast implement for
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Fig. 6.

Impact of thr to location estimation performance.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE COMPUTATIONAL COSTS (S)
Dataset

with indexing

without indexing

OxBuild
GOLD

0.58
1.16

211.53
859.29

our SEN approach. As our approach is based on the mined
ROIs, it can be carried out by parallel. This will speed up the
computational process in real time image location estimation.
C. Discussion
Hereinafter, we discuss the impacts of some parameters to image location estimation performances. We also show the effect
of using image indexing or not.
1) The Impact of thr: In the region based visual phrase extraction, the visual words of the region are considered a phrase
only if the distance between the two visual words is less than
the given threshold thr. Here, we discuss the impact of thr to
location estimation performance. If the thr is too large, then
two visual words will not be regarded as a visual phrase. This
will affect the accuracy of retrieval. Fig. 6 shows that with the
increase of thr, the AR first increases and then into declines.
Better performances are got when thr is set to be 3 or 4. This is
mainly caused by the fact that when thr is smaller, the two visual
words that constructed a visual phrase sometime with similar
position descriptors that are robust to distribution variant.
2) The Impact of Indexing: In order to show the efficiency
of the fast image indexing approach, we provide a complete
comparison under the cases with image indexing and without
indexing. The corresponding computational costs (in second:s)
are shown in Table II respectively. We find that when building
fast indexing structure for dataset images, our algorithm with
indexing is efficient than the approach without indexing. The
computational cost of utilizing fast indexing structure is less
than 0.5% of that of without indexing. Because the without
indexing approach requires to carry out similarity measurement
by image level feature matching.
3) The Contribution of Each Part: In our proposed saliency
enhanced image location estimation approach, we fuse multisaliency that explored from region of interest (VWG), salient
map (in short SMP) of image, and visual phrase (in short VP)
to improve image location estimation. Here we give a comprehensive comparison for each component. Fig. 7 shows the
corresponding contribution of each component. In Fig. 7, VWG
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Fig. 7.

Contribution of each component in location estimation.

represents the only utilizing the ROI for location estimation, i.e.
the visual word group. VWG + VP represents the approach utilizing the visual phrase for location estimation, VWG + SMP
corresponds to the approach that salient map is enforced on the
ROI, and SEN is actually the combinations of the VWG, visual
phrase and salient map, i.e. SEN = VWG + VP + SMP.
In the VWG based approach, we only utilize the spatial descriptors to represent each visual word in a region. This shows
that when utilizing the visual phrase the saliency can be improved and the discrimination power of visual phrase is stronger
than utilizing individual visual words. By comparison we find
that, based on ROI based approach, when utilize the saliency
extracted from visual phrase, about 2.5% improvement can be
achieved.
When the salient map information is utilized (i.e. VWG +
SMP), we find that the performance is improved by about 1.5%
over ROI. This shows that the visual saliency that detected from
the query image and dataset images has positive contribution to
reduce unimportant regions to find accurate location. By making
full utilize of the three components, better performances can be
achieved.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we show that the enhanced saliency information
from the region of interest is helpful for improving the geolocation inference for images. The saliency explored from the
salient map is also helpful for rejecting some irrelevant region,
thus it gives some positive contributions in location estimation.
Furthermore, the visual phrase still makes the saliency more
positive. Our approach with indexing structure is with about
500 times faster than that without indexing structure. However,
it is still a bit computational intensive than the-state-of-the-art
approaches. Considering that the ROI based feature representation and similarity measurement can be processed parallel, we
can speed up the process by parallel computing. The fast indexing structure is important for reducing the computational costs.
While with popularity of deep learning based approach in visual
search and recognition. In our future, we will explore saliency
from the deep feature learning rather than the handicraft features
that we utilized in this paper.
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